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Executive Summary 

Deliverable 6.4 describes the OMP’s third prototype, which also corresponds to the final prototype and 

the OMP status in the third vertical integration milestone. Previous deliverables (D6.1, D6.2 and D6.3) 

were focused on the visual design, the definition of the interoperability standard protocols used to 

interchange information and on the technologies and Open Source libraries and frameworks used to 

build the platform. This fourth deliverable is fully focused on the interactions between the OMP and 

MAS, which consequently includes interactions between OMP and the rest of the WatERP’s building 

blocks. 

The document is organized in four sections. Section 1 contains the scope of the OMP’s third prototype; 

which also corresponds to the WatERP third vertical integration milestone and final state. This prototype 

is deployed in SWKA’s operational environment and accessed through web services in ACA’s 

operational environment. In previous prototypes some parts of the whole system were included as 

mock-ups, but in this third prototype all WatERP building blocks are working collaboratively and with 

successful results. Therefore, the manner in which the OMP manages all this information and performs 

requests and responses is deeply detailed. Furthermore, some important improvements of the visual 

environment have been done during the last development stage based on pilots’ evaluations, these 

improvements are not depicted in this deliverable because at the same time D6.5 “OMP User Manual 

and Technical Integration Manual” is delivered and represents the final user manual which naturally 

contains all the information about the final user interface. 

Section 2 is the continuation of the development methodology defined for water sector and water 

experts presented on deliverable D6.3 and D6.2 Sections 2 “OMP Software Development 

Methodology”. This section contains the final stage of the development methodology, the project post-

mortem analysis, which is very important to improve the methodology in the future. Also this section 

contains the complete technical definition of the remote calls that have been designed to allow the 

communications between the OMP and the rest of WatERP’s building blocks using interoperability 

standards. 

Section 3 describes the performance evaluation, which represents a relevant part of the OMP 

development methodology. WatERP development has been market driven, thus the performance is 

almost as important as the features implemented. The aim to build a close-to-market product makes 

this task essential; most of the performance issues found have been solved during the development 

process, but, as prototype, a few issues are documented and should to be improved before the final 

product. 
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Last section aims to summarize the conclusions obtained during the whole OMP development process. 

Focusing mainly on the platform deployment on real production environments and secondly on those 

which could be useful in future projects. 

 

In order to understand this document, the following deliverables should be read: 

Number Title Description 

D6.3 
Open Management Platform 2

nd
 

prototype 

The Open Management Platform (OMP) represents the user 

interface to enable the entire water supply distribution chain to 

be managed from a holistic point of view. This deliverable 

describes the current development state and the new 

requirements and mock-ups derived from the design process. 

Moreover, D6.3 defines the adaptations of the design and 

development methodologies (Design Thinking and Scrum) in 

order to improve the software development and design 

process according to the characteristics of the WatERP 

project. 

Finally, OMP WatERP implementation plan is described until 

the end of the project. 

D.7.6.2 OMP Feedback 

This deliverable depicts the progress on the user interface 

design, design validation and usability validation performed in 

the Open Management Platform. The validation is focused on 

the feedback provided from pilots. 

It mostly involves the description of the evaluation and 

validation actions carried out during the period between D7.6.1 

(month 19) and D7.6.2 (month 26); during this period, the most 

significant project milestone is the Second Vertical Integration 

(MS5) that mainly concerns the user interface design. It is 

important to note that the conclusions of the First Heuristic 

Validation are taken into account and the results of the Second 

Heuristic Validation are depicted in order to ensure proficient 

user interface usability. 

Table 1: “Previous deliverables to be read” 
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11..  IntroductionIntroduction  

Deliverable 6.4 provides a holistic and complete picture about the OMP status in the third vertical 

integration, related to both the used methodology and the built software. Also, the current status of the 

platform is the finally deployed in the pilots’ operational environments. 

As commented in D6.3 “OMP 2
nd

 prototype” Section 2 “OMP Software Development 

Methodology” the methodology is dynamic, so it is continuously modified to adapt to fit the team and 

the project’s goals as best as possible. Thus, at this moment it is very important to make a report called 

"post mortem" to summarize the weaknesses that have been found during the whole project in order to 

perform the corrective improvements in the methodology for future projects. 

Special attention has been placed to the interoperability standards and protocols used in the 

communication between the MAS and the OMP Back-End. Regarding the development status, most of 

the screens were almost completed in the second vertical integration milestone. Hence, during this last 

stage the main effort has been the communication between the OMP and all the other WatERP’s 

building blocks, completely based on interoperability standards. This communication is done through 

the MAS and in the second vertical integration was, in some cases, mocked. Performance tests obtain 

an essential importance in this step, due to the huge development made related to the communication 

between the different building blocks. Long response times or inefficient interfaces could appear and 

they should been solved to be able to deploy a ready-to-market product. 

1.1 OMP scope in the third prototype 

As it was presented in D6.2 “OMP 1
st

 prototype” Section 1 “Introduction”, WatERP is based on a 

vertical integration which defines milestones to fit the services (building blocks), verifying the overall 

project progress and evaluating the solution reached. The OMP building block consists of various 

releases which are described in different deliverables. These deliverables are listed in the following 

table: 

Deliverable Date OMP release prototype 

D6.2 Month 13, October 2013 1
st
 

D6.3 Month 23, August 2014 2
nd

 

D6.4 Month 35, August 2015 3
rd

 

Table 2: “OMP releases” 

The third prototype, implements the complete solution and the dashboards and functionalities described 

in D6.1, D6.2, D6.3 and D6.4. Also, this third prototype is the version finally deployed in pilots’ 

operational environments. The status and screenshots of the developed functionalities are not deeply 
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described in this deliverable, because that is the main purpose of the deliverable D6.5 “User Manual 

and Technical Integration Manual”, which is considered the platform users’ manual. To the contrary, 

this deliverable is focused on the technical part of the OMP in the third vertical integration milestone, 

mainly on the platform’s performance; on the other hand, the D6.5 describes the functionalities and 

dashboards implemented. 
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22..  OMP DesignOMP Design  

This section is continuation of the deliverable D6.3 section 3 "OMP Design", thus, both sections have 

the same structure and the same objective referencing to the needed functionalities to enable the water 

resource manager to perform operational management tasks. During the OMP deployment the initial 

Product Backlog has been modified and new tasks may be added, these new tasks are concern to: 

 The interaction with other WatERP building blocks (D6.2 Section 3 “OMP Interoperability”). 

 The results of Heuristic Report processes (D7.6.2 Appendix A “Heuristic Usability 

Validation”). 

 The execution of the Continuous Integration steps (D7.6.1 Appendix B “Continuous 

Integration”). 

As in the previous D6.X deliverables the development status in the Third Vertical Integration is depicted 

in the Figure 1:"OMP development status in the Third Vertical Integration Milestone" on the OMP 

navigation structure defined in the D6.2 Section 2.1 “Global Navigation”. 

 

Figure 1:"OMP development status in the Third Vertical Integration Milestone" 

2.1 Implemented User Stories 

The user stories depicted in this section are the results of the implemented mock-ups presented D6.3 

section 3.2 “Mocked user stories”, and also the user stories from D6.2 Section 2 “OMP Design” not 
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finished in the Second Vertical Integration. Just for readability and to be consistent with previous 

deliverables all the user stories are listed but only those implemented during the period between the 

Second and the Third Vertical Integration were described and detailed by the screen captured. 

2.1.1 User Story Login 

This user story corresponds to the D6.2 Section 2.2.1 “Login” dashboard “V001 Home WatERP”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.1-1 
 

Store login and password in database and check user data with stored 

ones. 

3.1.1-2 

 

Password must be encrypted. 

3.1.1-3 
 

Security control and user-friendly error message protocol. 

3.1.1-4 
 

Manage user information in session. 

Table 3:"User story Login tasks" 

2.1.2 User Story: Role Management 

This user story corresponds to the D6.2 Section 2.2.1 “Login”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.2-1 
 

Read role information from database and manage it in user-session. 

3.1.2-2 
 

Language internationalization. 

3.1.2-3 
 

Link action to role permission. 

Table 4:"User story Role Management tasks" 

2.1.3 User Story: Select Logical Model 

This user story corresponds to the D6.2 Section 2.2.2 “Models” dashboard “V002 Select Logical 

Model”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.3-1 
 

Get available logical models depending on user-session values. 

3.1.3-2 
 

Show available logical models to user. 

3.1.3-3 
 

Set the selected logical model by the user as the preferred one, so from 
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here all dashboards are based on the selected logical model. 

Table 5:"User story Select Logical Model tasks" 

2.1.4 User Story: Logical Model View 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.4-1 
 

Show logical model as a graph. 

3.1.4-2 

 

Administration of the logical model view: the user must be able to create 

new logical models. 

3.1.4-3 
 

Get information for any element in the graph. 

Table 6:"User story Logical Model View tasks" 

2.1.5 User Story: Physical Model View 

This user story corresponds to the D6.2 Section 2.2.2 “Models” dashboard “V004 Physical Model 

View”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.5-1 
 

Show physical model as a map. 

3.1.5-2 
 

Get information for any element in the map. 

3.1.5-3 

 

If any element has an alert or some relevant information to show, the 

icon must reflect this. 

3.1.5-4 
 

A WMS client must be implemented in order to load new layers. 

3.1.5-5 
 

A WFS client must be implemented in order to load new layers. 

Table 7:"User story Physical Model View tasks" 
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Figure 2:"OMP Physical Model View" 

2.1.6 User Story: Table of alerts 

This user story corresponds to the D6.2 Section 2.3.3 “Decision Process: Alerts” dashboard “V011 

Table of alerts”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.6-1 
 

The app displays the table alerts resulting from the DSS. 

3.1.6-2 
 

The app displays alert charts. 

Table 8:"User Story Table of alerts tasks" 
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Figure 3:"OMP threshold alerts" 

2.1.7 User Story: Physical model view with alerts 

This user story corresponds to the D6.2 Section 2.3.3 “Decision Process: Alerts” dashboard “V004 

Physical model view with alerts”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.7-1 

 

If an element in the map of physical view has an alert then the system 

has to represent it with a special icon. 

Table 9:"User Story Physical model view with alerts tasks" 

2.1.8 User Story: Improve Energy Efficiency decision process 

This user story corresponds to the Improve Energy Efficiency Decision Process defined in D6.2 Section 

2.3.3 “Decision Process: Improve Energy Efficiency”. Specifically the dashboard “V013 Improve 

Energy Efficiency Decision Process”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.8-1 
 

Show observations related to any water resource in the selected logical 

model. 

3.1.8-2 
 

Show forecasted demands: aggregated and for any sink. 
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3.1.8-3 
 

Allow the user to select a forecasted demand to work with in the 

following dashboards. 

Table 10:"User story Improve Energy Efficiency decision tasks" 

2.1.9 User Story: Selection between Similar Past Demands 

This user story corresponds to the Improve Energy Efficiency Decision Process defined in D6.2 Section 

2.3.3 “Decision Process: Improve Energy Efficiency”. Specifically the dashboard “V014 Selection 

between Similar Past Demands”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.9-1 
 

Show forecasted demand time series: aggregated and for any sink. 

3.1.9-2 
 

Show similar past demands. 

3.1.9-3 
 

Show similar past demand time series: aggregated and for any sink. 

3.1.9-4 
 

Compare similar past demands and forecasted demand. 

3.1.9-5 
 

Show pump schedule for any similar past demand. 

3.1.9-6 
 

Allow the user to select a similar past demand to work with in the 

following dashboards. 

Table 11:"User story Selection between Similar Past Demands" 

2.1.10 User Story: Create/Modify Pump Schedule 

This user story corresponds to the Improve Energy Efficiency Decision Process defined in D6.2 Section 

2.3.3 “Decision Process: Improve Energy Efficiency”. Specifically to the dashboard “V015 

Create/Modify Pump Schedule” and “V015 PopUp – Recommendations and Restrictions”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.10-1 
 

Show forecasted demand time series. 

3.1.10-2 
 

Show pumps schedule for any water resource. 

3.1.10-3 
 

Allow the user to set the pump value on/off for any ten-minute interval. 

3.1.10-4 
 

Allow the user to select the current-modified pumps schedule to work 

with in the following dashboards. 

3.1.10-5 
 

Show pump schedule for any similar past demand. 
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3.1.10-6 
 

Show restrictions and recommendations for the current pumps schedule. 

Table 12:"User Story Create/Modify Pump Schedule tasks" 

2.1.11 User Story: Set Pumps Schedule for the Next Time Frame 

This user story corresponds to the Improve Energy Efficiency Decision Process defined in D6.2 Section 

2.3.3 “Decision Process: Improve Energy Efficiency”. Specifically the dashboard “V016 Set Pumps 

Schedule for the Next Time Frame”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.11-1 
 

Show pumps schedule for any water resource. 

3.1.11-2 
 

Allow the user to execute hydraulic model with the selected values. 

3.1.11.3 
 

Show results of the executed hydraulic model. 

Table 13:"User Story Set Pumps Schedule for the Next Time Frame tasks" 

2.1.12 User Story: Energy Efficiency DSS recommendations and explanations 

This user story corresponds to the Improve Energy Efficiency Decision Process defined in D6.2 Section 

2.3.3 “Decision Process: Improve Energy Efficiency”. Specifically to dashboard “V017 Dashboard 

for Energy Efficiency Decision Process, DSS recommendations and explanations”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.1.12-1 
 

Show forecasted demand. 

3.1.12-2 
 

Show observations for any water resource. 

3.1.12-3 
 

Allow the user to select the graphs to draw in the panel. 

3.1.12-4 
 

Show pumps schedule. 

3.1.12-5 
 

Update each predefined time values for any observed time series. 

Table 14:"User Story Energy Efficiency DSS recommendations and explanations tasks" 

2.1.13 User Story: Select External System 

This user story is already defined in D6.2 OMP first prototype Section 2.2.3.1 “Select External 

System”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 
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3.2.1-1 
 

Show available external systems. 

3.2.1-2 
 

The user must be able to select one external system. 

3.2.1-3 
 

Show the information related to the selected external system. 

Table 15:"User story Select External System tasks" 

 

Figure 4:"Select External System Dashboard" 

2.1.14 User Story: External System. Meteorological Forecast View 

This user story is already defined in D6.2 OMP first prototype Section 2.2.3.1 “Select External 

System”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.2-1 
 

The user sees the Meteorological Forecast, variable temperature. The 

temperature values can be requested in a FOI. The continuous map is 

shown. 

3.2.2-2 
 

The user sees the Meteorological Forecast, variable precipitation. The 

precipitation values can be requested in a FOI. The continuous map is 

shown. 

Table 16:"User story Meteorological Forecast View tasks" 
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Figure 5:"Meteorological Forecast Dashboard: Temperature" 

 

Figure 6:"Meteorological Forecast Dashboard: Precipitation" 

2.1.15 User Story: External System. Hydrological Forecast View 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.3-1 
 

The user sees the Hydrological Short-Term Forecast in a FOI. 
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3.2.3-2 
 

The user sees the Hydrological Long-Term Forecast in a FOI. 

Table 17:"User story Hydrological Forecast View tasks" 

 

Figure 7:"Short-Term Hydrological Forecast Dashboard" 

 

Figure 8:"Long-Term Hydrological Forecast Dashboard" 
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2.1.16 User Story: Demand Management System 

This user story is the result of the redefinition of the previous user story defined in the D6.2 OMP 1
st

 

prototype: Section 2.2.4 “Demand Management System Forecast”. In addition to the mock-up 

definition of D6.2 OMP 1
st

 Prototype Section 2.2.4 “Demand Management System Forecast” new 

mock-ups have been added in order to support the “Tools For Economic Instruments” defined in D5.3 

Tools for economic instruments Section 9 Tool for economic instruments prototype and in the 

consortium internal document Discussion document on End User Interface for “Economic Tool” of 

Water Demand Management System by ICCS. 

Task ID Status Task 

3.2.4-1 
 

The user sees the available demand forecasts for future days. The 

selected demand forecast is visible in chart and alphanumerical ways. 

3.2.4-2 
 

The expert water manager defines the water system model from the 

point of view of the supply. 

3.2.4-3 
 

The expert water manager defines the water system model from the 

point of view of the demand. 

3.2.4-4 
 

The user uses economical instruments in order to define variations in the 

baseline scenario. 

3.2.4-5 
 

The user evaluates the economical instruments behavior in terms of 

financial and water flows, water saving potential, affordability and cost 

recovery. 

Table 18:"User story Demand Management System tasks" 
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Figure 9:"DMS Water System Definition Supply Side Dashboard" 

 

Figure 10:"DMS Water System Definition Demand Side: Map View Dashboard" 
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Figure 11:"DMS Water System Definition Demand Side: Diagrammatic Hierarchical View Dashboard" 

 

Figure 12:"DMS Instruments Assessment Dashboard: Scenario Definition" 
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Figure 13:"DMS Instruments Assessment Dashboard: Evaluation Assessment Area" 

2.1.17 User Story: Business Intelligence Platform 

This user story is gathered during the results of a DT cycle performed during the OMP design. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.5-1 
 

The main dashboard in any decision process must be a complex one 

showing the different time-series selected by the user. 

3.2.5-2 
 

The user must be able to select the time-series represented in the first 

dashboard of any decision process. 

Table 19:"User Story Business Intelligence Platform" 
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Figure 14:"Business Intelligence Dashboard" 

 

Figure 15:"Business Intelligence Customization Dashboard" 

2.1.18 User Story: Defining hydraulic resources status 

This user story corresponds to the Supply-Demand Matching Decision Process and is depicted in the 

D6.2 OMP first prototype Section 2.3.1.1 Dashboard “V018 Defining hydraulic resources status”. 
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Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.6-1 
 

Define current scenarios (reservoirs, aquifers, transfers and whole 

system) from DSS. 

3.2.6-2 
 

Show storage water resources and corresponding observations. 

3.2.6-3 
 

Show level, volume and flow charts. 

Table 20:"User story Defining Hydraulic Resources Status tasks" 

 

Figure 16:"Defining Hydraulic Resources Dashboard" 

2.1.19 User Story: Defining structural system characteristics/capacities 

This user story corresponds to the Supply-Demand Matching Decision Process and is depicted in the 

D6.2 OMP first prototype Section 2.3.1.2 Dashboard “V019 Defining structural system 

characteristics/capacities”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.7-1 
 

Load from MAS and show structures, capacities and current status of 

each one. 

3.2.7-2 
 

Create edition user interface. 

3.2.7-3 
 

Send to the MAS the new status if it is modified. 
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Table 21:"User story Defining Structural System Characteristics/Capacities tasks"" 

 

Figure 17:"Defining Structural System Characteristics/Capacities  Dashboard" 

2.1.20 User Story: Demand forecast 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.8-1 
 

Load from MAS the forecasted demand for each SINK. 

3.2.8-2 
 

Create visualization user interface. 

Table 22:"User story Demand Forecast tasks" 
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Figure 18:"Demand Forecast Dashboard" 

2.1.21 User Story: Supply-demand matching DSS recommendations and explanations 

Task ID Status Task Description 

3.2.9-1 
 

Load from MAS the DSS recommendations and explanations: 

- Resources exploitation recommendation. 

- Resources prioritization. 

- Supply restrictions if the complete demand is not fulfilled. 

- Sources usage. 

- Demands for Sink and sources involved in satisfying each 

demand. 

3.2.9-2 
 

Show resources exploitation user interface depending on the day 

selected. 

3.2.9-3 
 

Show resources priorities user interface depending on the day selected. 

3.2.9-4 
 

Show SUPPLY of matching supply and demand charts. 

3.2.9-5 
 

Show DEMAND of matching supply and demand charts. 

Table 23:"User story Supply-demand matching DSS recommendations and explanations tasks" 
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Figure 19:"Supply-demand matching DSS recommendations and explanations Dashboard" 

2.1.22 User Story: WaterCity configuration 

This new user story is the result of the redefinition of the previous user story defined in the D6.2 OMP 

1st prototype: Section 2.2.4 “Demand Management System Forecast”. In addition to the mock-up 

definition of D6.2 OMP 1st Prototype Section 2.2.4 Demand Management System Forecast and the 

new mock-ups added to support the “Tools For Economic Instruments” another mock-up has been 

added. This new mock-up allows to the user to set the configuration of the WaterCity tool defined in 

deliverable D5.4 “Social web based tools for awareness raising towards demand management”. This 

mock-up was defined during the new DT cycle described in deliverable D7.6.3 section 3.1 “Platform 

design and design validation”. 

Task ID Status Task Description 

2.1.22-1 
 

Load current configuration from WaterCity. 

2.1.22-2 
 

Create edition user interface. 

2.1.22-3 
 

Send to the WaterCity the new configuration if it is modified. 

2.1.22.4 
 

Reset WaterCity configuration 

Table 24:"User Story: WaterCity configuration" 
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Figure 20:"WaterCity Configuration Dashboard" 

2.2 Other tasks 

This section is the continuation of the deliverable D6.3 section 3.3 “Other tasks” and contains the 

main tasks not corresponding with a particular long user story. There are more low level tasks (as 

validations) that form part of the Sprints but are not relevant enough to be depicted in this deliverable. 

Those tasks depicted in D6.3 section 3.3 “Other tasks” which have been further developed and 

updated are also reflected in the Table 25:"Tasks not belonging to any user story". 

Task 

ID 

Status Origin Task 

3.3.2 
 

User Interface 

Validation. 

3.2 D.7.6.1 

3.2 D.7.6.2 

Navigation between dashboards in a Decision Support System. 

 

3.3.3 
 

Business 

Intelligence 

Platform 

Customization of any time series in the OMP: based on phenomenon 

and procedure for each logical model. 

 

3.3.4 
 

Communicatio MAS client development. 
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n with MAS.  

3.3.6 
 

Continuous 

integration. 

Appendix B 

D7.6.1 

Unitary test and building block step. 

 

3.3.7 
 

Continuous 

integration. 

Appendix B 

D7.6.1 

Integration step. 

3.3.8 
 

Database 

development 

Database development and tuning: continuously improving. 

2.2.1 
 

User Interface 

Validation. 

3.2 D.7.6.2 

Physical View Dashboard Improvement, tasks related to the user 

experience. 

 

2.2.2 
 

User Interface 

Validation. 

3.2 D.7.6.2 

User experience improved in dashboards belonging to Improve 

Energy Efficiency Decision Process. 

2.2.3 
 

User Interface 

Validation. 

3.2 D.7.6.2 

Editing charts in Business Intelligence Platform has been enhanced 

with new features. 

Table 25:"Tasks not belonging to any user story" 
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33..  OMP OMP Software DevelopmentSoftware Development  

3.1 Methodology 

In previous deliverable of D6 series, D6.3 “Open Management Platform 2
nd

 prototype” Section 2 

“OMP Software Development Methodology”, was detailed the methodology used in OMP 

development and the customization performed to best suit the peculiarities of the WatERP project as 

any agile methodology prioritizes. It is essential to note that the methodology is referred to the 

development, design and team management of the OMP so other subsystems or building blocks that 

make up the whole WatERP system are considered external. 

Currently the development is finished and the methodology will be upgraded and improved thanks to 

perform a post-mortem report. One important goal of this report is to detect the weaknesses of the 

methodology and the complete project management and correct them for the following projects. This 

report collects the inputs of each person of the team that took part in the OMP development (INCLAM 

and BDIGITAL staff) and also some staff of the rest of the partners that have been highly involved in the 

design of the communications between MAS and the OMP. The point of view of the external staff and 

particularly pilots, is relevant because of usually is focused on details forgotten by the internal ones. 

Below are listed the main ideas reflected in these reports to perform the post-mortem stage of a project. 

Methodology Performance: 

Key Accomplishments 

Complete development of all functionality. 

Communication between different building blocks. 

Study and implementation of new technologies. 

Quality control and implementation of continuous integration system. 

Table 26: "Post-mortem, Key Accomplishments" 

Key Problem Areas 

System and project management tasks have not been fully included in the sprints. 

It is difficult to involve a multidisciplinary team in novel software development methodologies. 

Complex communication tools: community screen sharing. 

Some software quality problems in open source tools and libraries. 

Table 27: "Post-mortem, Key Problem Areas" 
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Post Project Tasks/Future Considerations 

Risk management plan for tasks blocked by minor issues. Major issues are already reported. 

Technical system tasks should be included in the product backlog because they take an important 

amount of time. 

Table 28: "Post-mortem, Post Project Tasks/future Considerations" 

Overall Project Assessment: 

Criteria Score 

Performance against project goals/objectives 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Performance against planned schedule 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Performance against quality goals 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Performance against planned budget 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Adherence to scope 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Project planning 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Resource management 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Project management 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Development 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Communication 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Team cooperation 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Project deliverables 1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9...10 

Table 29: "Overall Project Assessment" 

The outputs of the post-mortem project stage represent the inputs used to improve the agile 

development methodology focused on expert water managers designed and implemented during the 

WatERP project by the OMP development staff. 

 

3.2 OMP Modules & Integration 

As commented in D6.3 Section 4.2 “OMP Modules and Technologies", the OMP is a wide and multi-

proposal system; thus, contains a lot of different modules, and each of one with its own requirements 

and needs. The technologies and interaction between the OMP’s modules are deeply described in that 

section of the previous deliverable. Also in D6.3 Section 4.2.3 “OMP Interactions” a first approach of 

OMP interactions are detailed. Interactions Front-End – Back-End and geodata are completely defined 
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and some of the interactions with MAS, in particular those related to logical models data and metadata, 

screen drawing information, features of interest and observations available. 

Data needed in the OMP are provided from other WatERP building blocks (DMS, DSS…) through MAS 

which is acting as a middleware (Gall, 2005) providing data to the OMP. These communications are 

managed in MAS implementing WPS
1
 protocol (See D2.1 section 5.1, see D2.2 section 5.1). This 

deliverable is focused on how the OMP can access to the referred data at every time; therefore, the API 

provided by the MAS to get these data are detailed below. 

3.2.1 MAS API Specification 

This section contains and summarizes the description of the MAS interface used by the OMP Back-

End, more detailed explanation about how the MAS interface is defined can be found in deliverable 

D2.6 section 3.1 “Interface layer”. This interface is important because helps to understand how it is 

possible to interact with different building blocks in an interoperable manner. Thus, the API is described 

in order of calls sequence, adding more complexity in each depicted function. 

33..22..11..11  //pprroocceessss  

This function returns all the processes registered in the MAS. The client can also filter by various fields, 

limiting the type of processes returned. For instance if the client is looking for processes implementing 

DMS capabilities and do the suitable filter then the response will contain: 

gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.DailyDemandForecastProcess (used in ACA pilot case, it provides daily 

accumulated water consumption forecast in ACA geographic scenario) and 

gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.HourlyDemandForecastProcess (used in SWKA pilot case, providing hourly 

accumulated demand forecast in Karlsruhe city and sub-areas). 

method Parameters Response 

GET  ProcessesResponse 

POST ProcessesFilteredRequest ProcessesResponse 

Table 30: "MAS API. /process" 

The aim of this function is to let the OMP to know about the available building blocks and functionalities 

exposed by each of them. It is important to remark that for the OMP Back-End a “process” can be seen 

as functionality exposed by a building block. 

                                                      

1
 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wps 

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wps
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33..22..11..22  //pprroocceessss//{{uurrii__pprroocceessss}}  

This function returns the metadata needed to execute the process with the given URI. 

method Parameters Response 

GET uri_process:String ExecutionProfilesResponse 

Table 31: "MAS API. /process/{uri_process}" 

The aim of this call is to let the OMP to know the needed parameters to invoke an execution. 

33..22..11..33  //pprroocceessss//{{uurrii__pprroocceessss}}//ssyynncchhrroonnoouuss  

Used to request the execution of a given process, the results are obtained synchronously. 

method Parameters Response 

POST ExecuteRequest ExecuteResponse 

Table 32: "MAS API./process/{uri_process}/synchronous" 

The aim of this call is to let the OMP to execute “something” synchronously. 

33..22..11..44  //pprroocceessss//{{uurrii__pprroocceessss}}//aassyynncchhrroonnoouuss  

Used to request the execution of a given process, the results are obtained asynchronously. 

method Parameters Response 

POST ExecuteRequest ExecuteAsynchronousResponse 

Table 33: "MAS API./process/{uri_process}/asynchronous" 

The aim of this call is to let the OMP to execute “something” asynchronously. It is useful for long-time 

processes. 

33..22..11..55  //pprroocceessss//aassyynncchhrroonnoouuss//{{hhaasshh__pprroocceessss}}  

It is used to check if the execution of a given process has finished or is already running. 

Method Parameters Response 

GET hash_process:String AsynchronousResponse 

Table 34: "MAS API./process/asynchronous/{hash_process}" 

The aim of this call is to let the OMP to know if the execution of a long-time process is complete. It is 

highly important to ensure the usability in distributed systems as web applications, by informing the user 

continuously about the process status. 
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33..22..11..66  //pprroocceessss//{{uurrii__pprroocceessss}}//aassyynncchhrroonnoouuss//{{hhaasshh__ccooddee}}  

Used to get the result of the asynchronous execution of a given process. 

method Parameters Response 

GET uri_process:String 

hash_process:String 

ExecuteResponse 

Table 35: "MAS API. /process/{uri_process}/asynchronous/{hash_code}" 

This function allows the OMP’s Back-End to recover the result of a long-time process execution. Also, it 

will allow to update the OMP’s Front-End in accordance with the result. 

3.3 MAS-OMP synchronous communications 

Most of the data provided by MAS are retrieved from synchronous communications: DMS, External 

Systems and most of the DSS data. Given the problem of performance and efficiency that comes from 

having to make so complex calls to the MAS (in size and response time) it has been designed and 

implemented a specific architecture with the aim to improve response and minimize interaction time with 

the OMP. Very briefly, the idea is to store the MAS responses (already parsed in JSON format) in the 

OMP database during the first method invocation, it is depicted in Figure 21 "Sequence diagram. MAS-

OMP communication: from database". Thus, when the user makes a request and the OMP needs the 

data it only has to be retrieved from the OMP’s database (see Figure 22: "Sequence diagram. MAS-

OMP communication: to database"), avoiding communication and format parsing times. 
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Figure 21 "Sequence diagram. MAS-OMP communication: from database" 

To store the responses of the MAS in the OMP’s database, the OMP implements a scheduler that is set 

to check for updates in the MAS. Then, if new information is available the OMP will retrieve and store it 

as detailed in “Appendix A. Code sample for a synchronous communication”. 
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Figure 22: "Sequence diagram. MAS-OMP communication: to database" 

Hence a key point in the proper behavior of the OMP is the scheduler configuration. Each synchronous 

process requested has to be retrieved in a predefined period of time, as is defined in the table below. 

Process Execution period 

gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.HourlyDemandForecastProcess daily 

gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.DailyDemandForecastProcess daily 

org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.EvaluationProcess daily 

gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.EconomicToolProcess daily 

Table 36: "Processes periodicity" 

Daily the OMP Back-End asks the MAS for the new request of the process 

“gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.HourlyDemandForecastProcess”, parsing the response and storing it in the 

database. For the current day, when the OMP Front-End asks for this data, the OMP Back-End only 

has to read it from the database. This automation of the communications save a lot of remote calls, but 

the schedule period for each call has to be carefully selected in order to avoid information loosing. This 

method improves substantially the whole system performance and finally, the user experience. 
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3.4 MAS-OMP asynchronous communications 

The main asynchronous process requests used in the OMP is 

“org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.SimulationProcess”, it is executed when the user wants to check if 

the recommendations and restrictions are met in dashboard v015 as defined in D6.2, section 2.3 

“Decision Processes”. The process takes several minutes to finish the execution, each 30 seconds 

the OMP Back-End requests the MAS checking if the process is already finished. If the process is 

finished the response is stored in the database. All this sequence of calls is depicted in Figure 

23:"Sequence diagram. MAS-OMP asynchronous communication". 

 

Figure 23:"Sequence diagram. MAS-OMP asynchronous communication" 

3.5 Implementation Plan 

This section follows on naturally from deliverable D6.3, section 4.3 “Implementation Plan” which 

includes a report of the situation of each task to perform. These tasks are considered the OMP’s 

Product Backlog, but the Product Backlog is dynamic and could be modified with new stories. During 

the OMP development new emerging stories can be considered (see D6.3 Section 2 “OMP Software 

Development Methodology”). At the end of the Sprint these new stories are studied and if any of them 

is relevant enough, it is included in the Product Backlog. Nevertheless, the estimated time to develop 

the whole Product Backlog cannot change; hence, other tasks have to be removed from the backlog or 

simply downgraded and re-estimated. 

At the end of the D6.3, section 4.3 “Implementation Plan” an OMP development schedule is detailed 

with the tasks composing the Product Backlog. In this deliverable the Table 37: "OMP Schedule" aims 

to be a report of the final state of these tasks. 
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% 

Complete 

Estimation Task 

100% Medium Define current scenarios (reservoirs, aquifers, transfers and whole system) 

from DSS. 

100% Medium Show storage water resources and corresponding observations. 

100% Short Show level, volume and flow charts. 

100% Medium Load from MAS and show structures, capacities and current status of each 

one. 

100% Medium Create edition user interface. 

100% Short Send to the MAS the new status if it is modified. 

100% Shot Load from MAS the forecasted demand for each SINK. 

100% Medium Create visualization user interface 

100% Short Load from MAS the DSS recommendations and explanations. 

100% Medium Show resources exploitation user interface depending on the day selected. 

100% Medium Show resources priorities user interface depending on the day selected. 

100% Short Update each predefined time values for any observed time series. 

Task 6.3 Integrate Demand Management System and the DSS 

0% Short Password must be encrypted. 

100% Medium Security control and user-friendly error message protocol. 

100% Short Link action to role permission. 

80% Long Administration of the logical model view: the user must be able to create new 

logical models 

40% Medium If any element has an alert or some relevant information to show, the icon 

must reflect this. 

100% Medium A WMS client must be implemented in order to load new layers. 

100% Medium A WFS client must be implemented in order to load new layers. 

100% Short Show available external systems. 
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100% Short The user must be able to select one external system. 

100% Short Show the information related to the selected external system. 

100% Medium Meteorological Forecast Selection development. 

100% Medium Meteorological Forecast View development. 

100% Medium DMS View development. 

100% Medium Show SUPPLY of matching supply and demand charts. 

100% Medium Show DEMAND of matching supply and demand charts. 

100% Medium The app displays the table alerts resulting from the DSS. 

100% Medium The app displays alert charts. 

80% Short If an element in the map of physical view has an alert then the system has to 

represent it with a special icon. 

100% Medium The first dashboard in any decision process must be a complex one showing 

the different time-series selected by the user. 

100% Medium The user administrator must be able to select the time-series represented in 

the first dashboard of any decision process. 

End Project. 

Table 37: "OMP Schedule" 

During the last DT evaluation cycle, fully described in D7.6.3 “OMP Feedback”, it was detected a 

performance issue related to the communication time in some OMP-SOA-MAS synchronous 

interactions. This issue was considered as very important for the platform usability, thus, some tasks 

included in the Product Backlog had to be relegated to low priority, but finally all of them were 

implemented. The solution adopted for the interactions performance issue is depicted in Section 3.3 

“MAS-OMP synchronous communications”. 

Furthermore, after each Heuristic Validation (see D7.6.2 “OMP Feedback”, Section 3.2 “Heuristic 

Usability Validation”) many tasks are defined and added to the Product Backlog. Moreover, each time 

a bug is found, it has to be tagged based on the severity and, if it is critical or major, it has to be 

considered as a new element of the Product Backlog with the highest priority. Hence with these 

changes in the Product Backlog and the new tasks to manage, other tasks have to be reconsidered. For 

that reason there are some tasks which are not completely finished, this decisions are taken during the 

meetings after each Sprint and are detailed below. 
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The task “3.1.1-2 Password must be encrypted” was tagged with the lowest priority for a prototype as 

OMP is a prototype, but it has to be implemented in a real product. Tasks “3.1.5-3” and “3.1.7-1” are 

about how to highlight any element with an alert; as there is a specific dashboard to manage alerts all 

the tasks related to showing alerts in any other dashboard are tagged with the lowest priority. Thus 

these tasks are not completely implemented because the same information is already shown in the 

OMP. 

Task “3.1.3-2 Administration of the logical model view: the user must be able to create new logical 

models” is very special task and was deeply studied. Any logical model is linked with its own decision 

process thus the complexity of the relations between the different ontological elements makes the 

edition process pretty difficult. Therefore the initial point of view about develop a dashboard to edit and 

create logical models has been replaces by the implementation of a complete stack of interoperable 

interfaces to provide the needed information to the OMP. The information related with the logical 

models and the linked decision process are gathered and managed by the OMP through predefined 

standards as: WPS for MAS communications and JSON for OMP Back-End communications. Hence 

the OMP will reflect the changes in the instance of the ontology, the Decision Support System, the 

Demand Management System and any other building block and no edition user interface is needed. 
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44..  Performance evaluationPerformance evaluation  

In the evaluation of a complex system development as WatERP is, there are two main aspects to 

check: (i) the accomplishment of all defined requirements and (ii) the performance of the system which 

rules the usability. This issue is of special interest and relevance in research projects which usually 

works with critical new technologies on new fields of knowledge. It is not only the design of a solution 

that matters, but also the performance that defines the future success of the market deployment. So in 

WatERP we are really focused on that issue and particularly in the OMP development, due to OMP is 

the user interface and the user perception of the whole system depends completely on it. 

This section is divided in three parts. First, it is described the system implemented to ensure a good 

performance in accordance with the OMP software methodology defined. Second, the continuous 

performance checking of the interactions MAS-OMP carried out during the whole project is 

summarized; it includes the performance evolution accomplished by testing different technical 

approaches. Finally, the current status of the MAS-OMP interaction performance is depicted for each 

WatERP’s pilot use case. 

4.1 Performance evaluation system 

As described in D7.6.1 “OMP Feedback” Appendix B “Continuous Integration” each building block 

in WatERP project is developed and built focused on tests and performance issues on a complete 

continuous integration system based on Jenkins (Berg, 2012). The commit policy and the test definition 

is part of the defined methodology for each building block. For the OMP development, the methodology 

adopted is defined in D6.3 “Open Management Platform 2
nd

 prototype”. 

 

 

Figure 24: "OMP task in Jenkins" 

 

A task is defined in the Jenkins server for the OMP development, daily a checkout is done from the 

subversion repository (Publishers, 2012), then the source code is compiled using Maven (Jackson, 

2015). If any test fails, then a mail is sent to the project manager and to the last person who modified 

the code. The final result has been the early detection of bugs and performance issues, and 

consequently the high quality of the OMP prototype source code. The current source code must 

facilitate the development of a commercial version of the product. 
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Figure 25: "OMP commit policy" 

The system stores the last five executions of the Jenkins task and allows comparing the performance of 

every test in each execution so a contingency plan will be very quickly implemented if some problem is 

detected. 

 

Figure 26: "OMP Build History" 

The validation issue covered by the continuous integration platform is deeply detailed in deliverable 

D7.6.2 Section 3 “Pilot User Interface Design and Validation”. Here the focus is on those tests 

implementing the interaction with MAS; thus, it will be able to check the performance of the data-

exchange in the communications and respond quickly to some unexpected issue.  
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Figure 27: "OMP communication tests" 

4.2 Performance Troubleshooting 

The defined policy of the continuous integration system is a very important part of the complete 

methodology used in the OMP development; allowing to analyze the performance of a test during the 

source code modification. Before the first vertical integration milestone, a test battery were defined to 

meet each kind of request that can be sent or receive from the MAS as it were defined in D6.2 Section 

3 “OMP Interoperability”. Nevertheless, this test battery is not static and it was continuously changed 

during the project. In particular, more specific interactions were defined before the second vertical 

integration milestone and depicted in D6.3 Section 4.2.3 “OMP Interactions”. Current content of the 

tests-set for the MAS final version in the third vertical integration milestone is depicted in the table 

below (Table 38: "MAS communication tests"). 

Class Tests 

AlertsInteractionTest 
 testDSSAlertsResponse 

 testThresholdAlertsResponse 

CBRInteractionTest 

 testAcceptDSSExecutionRequest 

 testDSSExecutionResponse 

 testPumpScheduleResponse 

 testRejectDSSExecutionRequest 

 testSetPumpScheduleRequest 

 testSetSimilarDemandRequest 

 testSimilarDemandsResponse 

DMSInteractionTest 
 testAggregatedDemandForecastResponse 

 testSinkDemandForecastResponse 

EconomicToolInteractionTest 
 testWaterSystemDemandSideResponse 

 testWaterSystemEvaluationAssessmentResponse 
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 testWaterSystemScenarioDefinitionResponse 

 testWaterSystemSupplySideResponse 

ExternalSystemsInteractionTest 

 testLongTermResponse 

 testPrecipitationResponse 

 testShortTermResponse 

 testTemperatureResponse 

LogicalModelInteractionTest 

 testFeaturesOfInterestForWaterResourceResponse 

 testLogicalModelDetailsResponse 

 testLogicalModelsResponse 

 testObservationDataResponse 

 testObservationRangeResponse 

 testObservationsForFeatureOfInterestResponse 

 testWaterResourcesForLogicalModelResponse 

PhysicalModelInteractionTest  testGMLForFeatureOfInterestResponse 

RBRInteractionTest 

 testCurrentScenarioResponse 

 testDemandMatchingResponse 

 testResourcesExploitationResponse 

 testResourcesPrioritiesResponse 

 testSupplyMatchingResponse 

Table 38: "MAS communication tests" 

These tests cover all the functions existing in MAS API to communicate with the OMP, so the 

performance evolvement is checked at every time of the development.  

The aim of the MAS-OMP interaction API is to allow direct requests between MAS and OMP Back-End 

over RESTful services using XML format and interoperability standards (WaterML2, GML, WPS and 

others). At the beginning of the project and after a first version of the MAS API (first vertical integration) 

a mock-up was developed with predefined responses to allow the OMP to be developed in parallel with 

the MAS. Currently, the architecture allows a direct request between MAS and OMP. The two different 

scenarios’ performance is described hereafter. 
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Figure 28: "Sequence diagram. MAS-OMP interaction first approach" 

The Figure 28: "Sequence diagram. MAS-OMP interaction first approach" depicts the initial design of 

the OMP-MAS interaction architecture; each test took over one second to run, as noted below. 

 

Figure 29: "AlertsInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 

 

Figure 30:"DMSInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 
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Figure 31: "CBRInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 

 

Figure 32:"EconomicToolInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 

 

Figure 33:"ExternalSystemsInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 
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Figure 34:"LogicalModelInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 

 

Figure 35:"PhysicalModelInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 

 

Figure 36:"RBRInteractionTest MAS mock-up" 

 

During the second vertical integration milestone, the first MAS version was deployed in the test-

environment and OMP tested against a real MAS implementation. At this moment, it was detected an 
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important performance issue. Each MAS request increased its duration in about 3 seconds, as reflected 

in the graphs below; which are taken from the Jenkins OMP dashboard and represent in the x-axis the 

number of executions  

 

Figure 37:"AlertsInteractionTest MAS implementation" 

 

Figure 38:"CBRInteractionTest MAS implementation" 

 

Figure 39:"DMSInteractionTest MAS implementation" 
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Figure 40:"EconomicToolInteractionTest MAS implementation" 

 

Figure 41:"ExternalInteractionTest MAS implementation" 

 

Figure 42:"LogicalModelInteractionTest MAS implementation" 
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Figure 43:"PhysicalModelInteractionTest MAS implementation" 

 

Figure 44:"RBRInteractionTest MAS implementation" 

This test results allowed us to respond quickly to the performance problem and after that a set of 

analysis were done and the OMP Back-End architecture was redesigned as described in Section 3.3 

“MAS-OMP synchronous communications” of this deliverable, and depicted in Figure 21 "Sequence 

diagram. MAS-OMP communication: from database". With this new communication architecture 

between MAS and OMP the performance greatly improves. Next section (4.3 Stress testing) describes 

the performance of this final approach. 

4.3 Stress testing 

We have to remark that OMP main objective is to allow the user to query and manage the whole 

WatERP system and to have access to the functionalities provided by the WatERP’s building blocks. 

OMP has been conceived as a prototype, but it has been implemented focused on market 

considerations in order to be a real marketable product. Hence, performance issues must be reflected 

and if not solved, at least, development has to be oriented towards a fully operational system. 

For this purpose, a complete stress testing battery (Nelson, 2004) has been done to probe the 

robustness, stability, usability and good performance of the designed architecture and the complete 

system (see D6.1 “Open Management Platform requirements and functionalities description” 

Section 4 “OMP requirements”). The test environment is a computer Dell Vostro 3360, with 8 GB 
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RAM and Windows 7 OS, which is a really poor configuration for a server. Thus, the test results are 

considered as the minimum performance offered by the system. In a real production environment (as 

SWKA operational environment) the performance is significantly better. 

The test battery is divided in two main use cases one for each pilot. A pilot represents a specific 

decision process and consequently has specific requests (see D6.1 Section 5 “Pilots” and D4.1 

Section 3 “Decision support requirements – use cases”). Hence, the complexity of the logical 

model and defined interrelationships are also different, so the performance will vary for each pilot. Thus, 

two test batteries were designed; one for SWKA use case and another for ACA use case, both including 

the user login and the corresponding logical model selection. 

JMeter
2
 (Erinle) is used, which is defined as a tool for load testing focused on web applications, and 

each test consist on a group of threads (100 threads each time), every thread executes the complete 

set of requests defined for each pilot and finally, this complete process is executed in a loop ten times. 

4.3.1 SWKA pilot stress test 

The common user story related with the SWKA pilot environment is defined as a user login into the 

system, then selecting the SWKA logical model thus the selected logical model is drawn. Once the 

logical model is dawn the user is able to select some water resources and query the observations and 

timeseries related with the selected water resource. In the next step the user queries the forecasted 

demand and the economic tool and customizes timeseries drawing and the business intelligence 

platform. The final step is to execute each one of the CBR functionalities. 

Thus SWKA test plan is defined as a set of requests related to: i) do user login, ii) select SWKA logical 

model and logical model drawing, iii) query water resources and observations, iv) query demand, v) 

time series drawing customization, vi) business intelligence platform customization, vii) query economic 

tool and viii) CBR capabilities. 

                                                      

2
 http://jmeter.apache.org/ 
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Figure 45:"SWKA test plan" 

After the execution of the defined test plan is possible to check the results as detailed below. 

 

Figure 46 "Summary report for SWKA test plan" 
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Figure 47 "Result Graph for SWKA test plan" 

As it is depicted in Figure 46 "Summary report for SWKA test plan", every request is correctly 

processed and completed in less than 2 seconds; it is very important to remark the huge number of 

concurrent requests that the system has to deal with in this kind of test plan. Another significant point is 

the quick system stabilization as we can see in Figure 47 "Result Graph for SWKA test plan"the system 

is able to respond quickly enough to the requests to ensure an average of about two seconds in each 

response. 

4.3.2 ACA pilot stress test 

As in the previous case (section 4.3.1 SWKA pilot stress test) a common user story is defined for the 

ACA pilot case. Most of the steps are quite similar than the defined for the SWKA pilot case, only the 

last step is pretty different as in this current case concerns to the testing of the RBR functionalities. 

Thus the ACA test plan is defined as a set of requests related to: i) do user login, ii) select ACA logical 

model and logical model drawing, iii) query water resources and observations, iv) query demand, v) 

time series drawing customization, vi) business intelligence platform customization, vii) query economic 

tool and viii) RBR capabilities. 
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Figure 48:"ACA test plan" 

After the execution of the defined test plan is possible to check the results as detailed below. 

 

Figure 49 "Summary report for ACA test plan" 
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Figure 50 "Result Graph for ACA test plan" 

As we can see in the summary report (Figure 49 "Summary report for ACA test plan"), every request is 

correctly processed and completed in less than 4 seconds. In this test plan each request take over 

2 seconds more than in the SWKA test plan, that is because the length of the responses. ACA logical 

model is more complex and large amount of data are sent. As in SWKA test plan the system is able to 

respond quickly enough to requests to ensure an average of about four seconds in each response.
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55..  ConclusionsConclusions  

The most remarkable point in the complete development of the OMP is that the final platform 

implements all of the requirements defined in deliverable D6.1 “Open platform requirements and 

functionalities description” Sections 4 and 5. In addition, every dashboard and user interaction 

defined in D6.2 “Open Management Platform 1
st

 prototype” and D6.2 “Open Management 

Platform 2
nd

 prototype” Sections 2 “OMP Design” is implemented in the OMP. This is a great 

achievement which is made possible thanks to the continuous interaction between the software 

technical team and the pilots’ water experts in order to mix both knowledge and finally, to accomplish 

the most suitable product. To accomplish the work, it was necessary the design of a working 

methodology based on software development agile principles; this methodology was refined and 

customized during the whole WatERP project and depicted is in D6.3 “Open Management Platform 

3
rd

 prototype” Section 2 “OMP Software Development Methodology”. In addition, the development 

methodology designed is in accordance with the validations performed by the pilots in D7.6.X “OMP 

Feedback” series, and that validations form part of the whole methodology. This methodology is 

focused on multidisciplinary teams and highly specialized in research or highly innovative projects. At 

the end of the project and after a lot of improvements (is an agile methodology so it is always growing 

up), OMP development methodology has become a complete guide containing all the software 

production life-cycle, from requirements to operational testing. That will be really useful in other projects 

with similar characteristics and an unexpected result at the beginning of the project. 

Secondly, the performance tests allow to realize that the interoperable communication between MAS 

and OMP is in some parts slower than it could be desired. That is because of the use of OGC standards 

which makes the communication frames quite heavy. As OMP is just a prototype the performance is 

enough. But for a real marketable product the internal communication between these two WatERP 

subsystems has to be more agile in some cases; a feasible solution could be to redefine some parts of 

the OMP Back-End to become an internal element of the MAS. 

Finally, each building block of the WatERP project is highly specialized, so the OMP is independent 

from the other running subsystems. Additionally, all the building blocks, including OMP, make use of 

interoperability standards to information interchange. Thus, it is possible to replace the current DMS by 

another or integrate a new one in a transparent manner. This makes the OMP product highly scalable 

and will allow to integrate third parts to reuse available information. As the final result, the OMP could 

be integrated in different operational environments for water supply management in any part of the 

water supply distribution chain; the OMP represents a full platform to exploit all the available information 

in terms of costs, efficiency, etc. taking advantage of the knowledge collected and inferred, the business 

intelligence capabilities and the interoperability standards.   
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77..  AAppendixppendix  A. A. Code samCode sample for a synchronous communicaple for a synchronous communicattiionon  

OMP Back-End has a communication layer to provide data to the Front-End, this layer is a set of REST 

services. The method to get the DSS result is detailed below. As explained in Table 36: "Processes 

periodicity" the DSS executions change daily, thus if the OMP already has an execution then Back-End 

reads this execution from the data base and retrieves it. If no DSS result has been stored for the current 

day then the system makes a process call to the MAS. 

 

 

The example below is the method to make the call to execute the RBR-process, this call needs the 

current infrastructure rules formatted as WaterML2. Then the method executes the request, waits for 

the answer and stores it in the database for next requests. 

@GET 

@Path("/dss/result") 

@Produces(MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON) 

public String getDSSResult()  

{ 

HttpSessionWrapper session = (HttpSessionWrapper)request.getSession();  

 logger.info("Request for DSS Result" );  

 String ret = masJsonResponseProducer.getJsonByDate(cal, logicalModelUri, 
OMP_ELEMENTS.SIMULATION_PROCESS_RESPONSE); 

 //check if we already have a response, if not then execute SimulationProcess 

 if ( ret == null ) 

 { 

  //because SWKA-DSS execution must be started by the user 

masComunicationsController.executeDSSACAEvaluationProcess(); 

ret = masJsonResponseProducer.getJsonByDate(cal, logicalModelUri, 
OMP_ELEMENTS.SIMULATION_PROCESS_RESPONSE); 

 }  

}//END: getDSSResult 
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Listing 2 Cron-Service to execute synchronous call to DSS process 

=  

  

    @Schedule(dayOfWeek = "*", hour = "03", minute = "30", second = "0",year="*", persistent = 
false) 

    public void executeDSSACAEvaluationProcess() 

    {      

     String wml2StructuralCharacteristics = (new 
MasResponseParser()).getInfrastructureWaterML2( 
infrastructureRulesService.getRBRCurrentRules() ); 

      

     String processEvaluationRBR = 
"process/org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.ACAEvaluationProcess/synchronous"; 

     String params = "{ 'ExecuteRequest':{ 
'process':{'identifier':'org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.ACAEvaluationProcess','input':{'
process':[{'identifier':'gr.iccs.waterp.dms.process.DailyDemandForecastProcess','input':{'proc
ess':[{'identifier':'es.hyds.waterp.hf.process.DailyTemperatureForecastACA'}]}}],'complex':[{'
identifier':'structuralCharacteristics','data':'structuralCharacteristics.xml'}]}}}}"; 

     params = params.replace("structuralCharacteristics.xml", 
wml2StructuralCharacteristics); 

     String logicalModelURI = "TerLlobregatWaterResourceManagement"; 

       

     RbrResultInfo dssResult = dssResultInfoParser.getDataFromMASResponse( 
logicalModelURI, getPostProcessResponse(processEvaluationRBR, params) ); 

     ByteArrayOutputStream outputStream = new ByteArrayOutputStream(); 

 

     try { 

      //Get current JSON response for RBR stored in DB 

      ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 

      mapper.writeValue(outputStream, dssResult); 

       

   //Store response     

      masJsonResponseProducer.setCurrentJson(new MasJsonResponse(logicalModelURI, 
MasJsonResponse.OMP_ELEMENTS.SIMULATION_PROCESS_RESPONSE 

   , new String(outputStream.toByteArray()))); 

     } catch (Exception e) 

     { 

      logger.error("Can not write JSON serializer ACA DSS Simulation Process 
Result.", e);     

     } 

      

    }//END: executeDSSAcaEvaluationProcess 
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88..  Appendix B Code Sample for an asynchronous Appendix B Code Sample for an asynchronous 

communicationcommunication  

As detailed in section MAS-OMP asynchronous communications the trigger to execute an 

asynchronous process is always fired in Front-End then call to the appropriated method in Back-End 

REST layer. 

 

We have a middle-layer just to be able to parse the JSON data received from Front-End to the 

WaterML2 format needed to communicate with MAS. The MAS response contains the hash-code of the 

process which is being executed and the method stores the current status in the database. Thus we 

can show to the user that the OMP is waiting for the process with the given identifier to finish. 

@POST 

@Path("/cbr/dss/execute") 

@Consumes(MediaType.APPLICATION_FORM_URLENCODED) 

@Produces(MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON) 

public Response executeDSS(@FormParam("pumpschedules")String pumpsJSON)  

{ 

HttpSessionWrapper session = (HttpSessionWrapper)request.getSession(); 

 Response ret = null; 

 if ( guiStatusController.executeCBRSimulationProcess( 
session.getLogicalModel().getUri(), PumpScheduleInfo.fromJSON(pumpsJSON) ) ) 

 { 

  ret = Response.status( 200 ).entity( "{}" ).build(); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  ret = Response.status( 400 ).entity( "{}" ).build(); 

 } 

 return ret; 

}//END: executeDSS 
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When the Back-End executes an asynchronous process the MAS returns the process identifier, and the 

OMP Back-End is asking every twenty seconds to the MAS if the process with the given identifier has 

finished.  

 

public boolean executeCBRSimulationProcess(String logicalModelURI, List<PumpScheduleInfo> 
pumpsSchedule) 

{ 

boolean ret = true; 

 try { 

  //1. Get WaterML2 for Forecasted Demand (get in current similar past demand 
request) 

  MasResponseParser masResponseParser = new MasResponseParser(); 

  String evaluationProcessResponse = 
masJsonResponseProducer.getCurrentJson(logicalModelURI, 
OMP_ELEMENTS.CBR_EVALUATION_PROCESS_RESPONSE); 

  String demandSinkWML2 = 
masResponseParser.getSinkDemandWaterML2fromEvaluationResponse( evaluationProcessResponse ); 

  String demandAggregatedWML2 = 
masResponseParser.getAggregatedDemandWaterML2fromEvaluationResponse( evaluationProcessResponse 
); 

  //2. Get Waterml2 for PumpSchedule      

  String pumpWML2 = 
masResponseParser.getPumpScheduleWaterML2FromUserDefinedPumpSchedule( pumpsSchedule, 
evaluationProcessResponse); 

  //3. asynch request 
/process/org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.SimulationProcess/asynchronous 

  String executionHashCode = 
masComunicationsController.executeAsynchDSSSimulationProcess(demandSinkWML2, 
demandAggregatedWML2, pumpWML2); 

  //4. Set new status 

  StatusManager currentStatus = new StatusManager(); 

  currentStatus.setWaitingDssId( executionHashCode ); 

  currentStatus.setStatus(1); 

  statusManagerProducer.setCurrentStatus( currentStatus ); 

 } catch ( Exception ex) 

 { 

  ret = false; 

  logger.error( "Can not execute CBR Simulation Process: ", ex ); 

 } 

 return ret; 

}//END: ExecuteCBRSimulationProcess 

public String executeAsynchDSSSimulationProcess(String wml2DemandSinkForecast, String 
wml2DemandAggregatedForecast, String wml2PumpingScheduling) 

{ 

 //1. Execute asynch 

String processSimulationCBR = 
"process/org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.SimulationProcess/asynchronous"; 

     String params = 
"{'ExecuteRequest':{'process':{'identifier':'org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.SimulationPr
ocess','input':{'complex':[{'identifier':'hourlyAggregatedDemandForecast','data':'hourlyAggreg
atedDemandForecast.xml'},{'identifier':'hourlyDemandForecast','data':'hourlyDemandForecast.xml
'},{'identifier':'pumpingScheduling','data':'pumpingScheduling.xml'}]}}}}"; 

     params = params.replace("hourlyAggregatedDemandForecast.xml", 
wml2DemandAggregatedForecast); 

     params = params.replace("hourlyDemandForecast.xml", wml2DemandSinkForecast);      

     params = params.replace("pumpingScheduling.xml", wml2PumpingScheduling); 

     MasResponseParser masResponseParser = new MasResponseParser(); 

     String ret = masResponseParser.getHashCode( 
getPostProcessResponse(processSimulationCBR, params) ); 

     if (ret == null) 

     { 

      //2. log error 

  logger.warn( "Can not read hashcode from asyncronous process request. "); 

     } 

     else 

     { 

      //2. Launch  JOB to check for finish 

          try { 

       Scheduler scheduler = new StdSchedulerFactory().getScheduler(); 

       //if exists remove 

       if ( scheduler.checkExists( JobKey.jobKey(ret, 
"asynchronous_process") )  ) 

       { 

        scheduler.deleteJob( JobKey.jobKey(ret, 
"asynchronous_process") ); 

       } 

       //New Job 

       JobDetail job = 
JobBuilder.newJob(CheckAsynchProcessJob.class).withIdentity(ret , 
"asynchronous_process").storeDurably().build(); 

       scheduler.addJob(job, false); 

       //New scheduler every 20 seconds 

       Trigger trigger = TriggerBuilder.newTrigger().withIdentity(ret, 
"asynchronous_process").withSchedule(SimpleScheduleBuilder.simpleSchedule().withIntervalInSeco
nds( 30 ).repeatForever()).forJob(JobKey.jobKey(ret, "asynchronous_process")) build(); 

       //Start job with the selected trigger 

       scheduler.scheduleJob(trigger); 

       scheduler.start(); 

      } catch (SchedulerException e) { 

       logger.error("Cannot launch Job for checking if asynchronous 
process is finished.", e); 

      } 
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When the response is affirmative then the Back-End asks to the MAS for the response of the process 

with the given identifier and stores it in the data base. 
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 public void getAsynchDSSSimulationProcessResponse(String hashcode) 

    { 

  logger.debug("Reading asynch simulation process response. "); 

  … 

  //2. Read response 

  String processReadSimulationCBRResponse = 
"process/org.bdigital.alim.waterp.dss.process.SimulationProcess/asynchronous/"; 

     CbrSimulationProcessResponseInfo cbrSimulationProcessResponseInfo = 
cbrSimulationProcessResponseInfoParser.getDataFromMASResponse(logicalModelURI, 
getGetProcessResponse(processReadSimulationCBRResponse + hashcode)); 

     //3. Store JSON response on DB  

     ByteArrayOutputStream outputStream = new ByteArrayOutputStream(); 

     Calendar currentDate = null; 

      

     try { 

      //Get current JSON response for RBR stored in DB 

      ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 

      mapper.writeValue(outputStream, cbrSimulationProcessResponseInfo); 

   //Store response 

      currentDate = masJsonResponseProducer.setCurrentJson(new 
MasJsonResponse(logicalModelURI, MasJsonResponse.OMP_ELEMENTS.SIMULATION_PROCESS_RESPONSE 

   , new String(outputStream.toByteArray()))); 

     } catch (Exception e) 

     { 

      logger.error("Can not write JSON serializer DSS Evaluation Process Result.", 
e);     

     } 

     //4. Set current status to execution finished 

     StatusManager currentStatus = statusManagerProducer.getCurrentStatus(); 

     logger.debug("Setting current status"); 

     if ( currentStatus!= null && currentStatus.getWaitingDssId() != null && 
currentStatus.getWaitingDssId().equals( hashcode )) 

     { 

      logger.debug("Setting current status"); 

      //set Date for DSS JSON response 

      currentStatus.setDssJsonDate(currentDate.getTime()); 

      currentStatus.setStatus(2); 

      statusManagerProducer.setCurrentStatus(currentStatus); 

     } 

}//getAsynchDSSSimulationProcessResponse 
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